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I INTRODUCTION

This report is part of INPUT'S Information Systems Program (ISP). It

describes approaches to achieving an integrated information system (IS) and

corporate business planning process such that the full benefits of information

technology can be achieved. It describes the need, ihe impediments,

methodologies, and results of an integrated planning effort. It recommends

integration approache^rfm^plan^and other documentation contents reflecting

an integrated approach. ^

A. OBJECTIVE. AUDIENCE, AND NEED

The objective of this report is to assist systems and planning management to

integrate IS with the corporate business plan in order to achieve the fullest
«p

Ajift^
benefits of information technology application, wi l l do lli is by discussing—^ ^{

methodoJogies use<i4>y-eompanfes with an integrated phnotngprocessj-try^^-— ^

discussing the benefits, and through recommendations for plan and other

documentation results of the planning process, integration approaches, and

<ictions to integrate.X^ <^

This report will be of interest to the following people:

IS management.

IS planners.

Corporate business planners.
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SCOPE

The research for this report focused on the following:

The needs and benefits of integrated systems and business planning.

The impediments, reason^, and results of not integrating.

How to integrate planning efforts in terms of:

+^ovM To CoNV»iO£K
-Convincing top management.

. Required resources.

Traditional IS planning methodologies.

Integrated planning approaches.

The formal and informal documented results of the integrated plannir

effort.

This report excludes:

In-depth discussion of specific industry directions.

In-depth discussion of business planning.

Planning is discussed from the following perspectives:

Generic systems planning with no rigorous distinction between

strategic, long-range planning ^, or tactical planning.
^
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Planning from the corporate IS perspective rather than from

decentralized IS perspectives.

o This report addresses the following major issues:

How can the IS function be a complement and enhancement to the

business?

What Ts^the definition and characteristics of integrated IS and

corporate planning?

What are the benefits of^integration of IS and corporate business

planning?

What are the impediments to integrated planning?

What are the resources needed to perform integrated planning?

Who should be involved in integrated planning and what are their roles?

How do yw get top management's approval?

Is there a methodology for integrating IS and business planning?

Should integrated planning requirements be rigid (structured and

formal) or flexible?

What are the formal and informal planning documents related to an

integrated planning process?
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METHODOLOGY

The information for this report was gathered from the following sources:

Thirty-seven interviews with IS management, IS planners, business

planners, or general management in 33 companies with over 1,000
j^^

employees (see Appendix A).
zL/^

^^^J^^

•^e statg-pf planning and integrat i on wos i
^

All of these companies had an IS plan and a business plan.

Twenty-four of these companies stated they had an integrated IS

and business plan and planning process.

Review of secondary research from INPUT'S extensive information

resources.

The questionnaire is contained in Appendix E. Different questions were

asked depending on whether or not the respondent stated that the

company had an integrated plan.

1/

D. REPORT ORGANIZATION

o The remainder of the report is organized as follows:

Chapter II is an executive summary.

Chapter III describes -thg-TssuuA of planno t:6, the definition and

charac^istics of integrated planning, the benefits of integrated IS and

business planning, and the major impediments.
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Chapter IV describes how to integrate planning efforts in terms of

convincing top management, the keys to success required prior to

attaining integrated planning, the participants and resources required,

traditional planning methodologies, and an integrated planning

approach.

Chapter V describes documentation of the planning process - a single

plan, a separate IS plan, the IS annual report, and guidelines for line

managers to use when completing their systems plan input.

Chapter VI contains conclusions, recommendations, and caveats on

integrated planning.

Appendix B contains a list of resources - books and seminars -

identified by respondents as useful in promoting an integrated planning

approach.

Appendix C is a sample of a company strategic plan.

Appendix D contains a sample IS annual report.
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II EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

o Ours is an age of uncertainty with an evolving economy and an uncertain

future. The new environment will require that companies have highly

efficient operations, marked by theinteqration and application of

technology/^TReTifformation systems (IS) resources are strategic tools and

Q can assist companies in meeting uncertainty. IS management must realize

that they are agents of change due to the information technology explosion,

and should place themselves in a position to plan and contribute to how

changes will take place.

A. DEFINITION, BENEFITS, AND IMPEDIMENTS

I . DEFINITION OF INTEGRATED PLANNING

o Integrated IS and business planning can be characterized in terms of the

planning process and of the documented results.

integrated planning is a "loop process" or a "marrying process" whereby

the business plan allocates resources to IS and the IS plan allocates

resources to the business units. The IS plan fulfills the business plan

tactically, but also partially directs the business plan in terms of future

financial resource requirements.

The resultant plan may be one business plan wWeh includes IS as a part op iT

or there may still be a separate IS plan. In either case, the plan serves

as a document against which IS progress can be monitored.
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o The acceptance of IS as a strategic tool is a primary characterization of

integrated planning. At this point IS gains equal footing with financial,

human, and facilities resources.

o Open communications between general managemen^line and service

management, including the IS function, is common among companies with

integrated planning. General management communicates business direction

and objectives, and functional units.^uch as l^y^ommunicate how they can

contribute to meeting objectives,

o IS personnel participate actively in the planning of operational units and line

management, and staff contribute to the development of IS project plans.

o The planning calendars of business units and IS are synchronizec^jar in other'
^

^'vT'^Hfi, phnninj hnjinr; r\ \ th^ snme tifm' ar^d-resuJis-aro roqufred-te-be

—

.-pfeduccJ by u H ut the aame time .̂ With all lines and fi.inrtion^eporting at the

same time, IS is accepted as an equal contributor to the company's success.

2. BENEFITS OF INTEGRATED ISAND BUSINESS PLANNING

o IS clearly supports business goals and objectives, for example, by providing

better customer service with more current information, o^improving

productivity of managerial and professional staff with IS augmentation.

o Costs of both business operations and IS can be reduced, for example,Jb»r

[,^0*1 iS'^e reducin^redundant system acquisition or redundant system development b^
multiple end-user departments idcnttficdjby reviewing plans from line

jnagement and distributed ISlJ^ff^/^ca&ici/^ 'Ct£^ s^ji^aAtti/n^M^^im*^^mar

Actual payback of IS investments is possible.

In one INPUT survey respondents reported that their business plan

stated an objective of becoming a more focused manufa^tucgrjand the

result was sooa^divestitures and acquisitiorf,getivt4j34s was called in

by general management to review an acquisition candidate. IS
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determined that existing manufacturing and financial systems at

headquarters could accommodate the load-©f-new_2roducts and plant

j:ontrol necessitated by the acquisitjon.>^TJrthej:u headquarters was able

to accommodate the administrative load and eliminate the

administrative systems of the acquisition candidate. They determined

there would be a savings of personnel and equipment as a result of this

consolidation. The profit to the company madefy the acquioitjorr^ith

IS assistance, was $20 million.
r

Better resource utilization is possible. More appropriate priorities for people,

financial, plant, and system resources can be established.

At another company in the INPUT survey, a reduction in staff,

particularly middle^evel rnanagement, was achieved by developing

information systems wmch allowed for the same level of control as

business grew,y+be information systems were developed through

system design of joint IS and line management teams.

The plan can be used as an aid to jnsure accountability in meeting goals and

objectives. An integrated plan for peopl e-, financial, plant, and system

resources includes all the components for which management at all levels

should be accountable. Thcplanning and subsequent monitoring keeps

companies on trac^.

IMPEDIMENTS TO INTEGRATED PLANNING

licatiorv/iIneffective/inadequate communications is the most critical impediment to

integrated planning. Lack of downward communication from general

management as to direction i% an inh ib itor to the IS function contributwg-

fully. Inadequate horizontal - line-to-function - communication also

contributes. For example, line management feels that IS does not understand

the business, and IS feels the user does not understand the potential of
A

technology.

Another impediment 4s if IS is unable to show return on IS investments, or

does not meet budget and schedules. Management does not wish to include IS

h
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they Qpc accountable to top manaqement for th^in plans if IS has not shown they arc accountable to top managennent for

own resources.

Integrated planning is difficult to achieve during times of reorganization or

redeployment of resources. For example, many companies have been

distributing IS to the line functions. While this seems to be a precursor to

achieving integrated IS and business planning, there is too much turmoil to

achieve both at the same time. The move to integrated planning should follow

the distribution of IS to line operations.

OCCUR. vvJ^fM

The final impediment to achieving integrated IS and business planning »-+f top

management does not understand the potential of IS as a strategic resource. ^
If management sees IS as a drain on resources rather than an actual

contributor to fulfilling strategies, integrated planning will be difficult to

achieve. (This is a chicl<en;«and^gg situatior^wt*eF«^if IS is seen as a strategic

tool, integrated planning can be achieved, but if there is integrated planning,

IS can become a strategic tool.)

B. corwinci r^G TOP management

Top managemenl[ blessing is required to initiate and support integrated

planning.

Top management does not^al^ays need convincing - they are often the

instigators of aiaroaches wWcti promote the effective use of IS.

However, professional IS mangement that consistently and articulately

educates management as to how IS can become a strategic tool assists

in convincing not only top management, but line management as well.

In the INPUT survey of 33 companies, several companies came to integrated

planning after a bad experience, vfUet^^^^if IS had been included in the

determination of business direction, the bad experience could have been

avoided.
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o However, if nothing is done, eventually the increasing computer literacy of

staff will force top nnanagement t^be more responsive to the company's IS

needs and to promote'inl'cg t^a^fiig IS as a strategic resource into the business

through integrated planning.

C PARTICIPANTS AND RESOURCES NEEDED

o There is a wide cast of participants needed for integrated planning. The

general management sets overall direction. IS and line management set

functional and business directions, but each must contribute to the other's

process. The IS and business planners perform studies in support of planning

efforts and also consolidate planning efforts to achieve benefits of reduced

redundancies and to identify common issues wWieh can be addressed jointly or

at a corporate level.

o Resources are available to assist in achieving integrated planning, In for form

of consultants, books, and seminars (see Appendix B - Resources).

D. USE OF TRADITIONAL fs.METHODOLOGIES

Traditional IS planning methodologies^uch as IBM's Business Systems Planning

(BSP) or Critical Success Factors re appropriate for first-time IS

'V ^
planning efforts. These offer a structured approach to planning.

These methodologies are not necessarily intended to promote

integrated planning.

In the INPUT survey, tbeae^companies with integrated planning had

used a variety of approoche^such as BSP and CS^for first-time

planning, but for integrated planning most had an internally developed

methodology (IDM) wWcw. was a more adaptive approach.
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The IDM will vary in terms of structure and flexibility and will depend

on the company's structure, corporate culture, and management style.

o Some of the INPUT survey respondents were using an approach from an IS

consulting firm called "IS Strategic Planning Process." While formal and

structured, the approach_promotes both or^oinq and integrated planning.

Thereis a high degree of user and IS interaction and of feedback and looping.

Corporate and middle management are called upon to identify critical

business activities, review a future logical model of the business, develog_and

approve the IS strategic plan, and select promising new technologie|,y|1v£'

"5 ^xperiences of these respondents show*^ that general~and line rnanagement and

IS personnel are working much more closely and synergistically, a key to

integrated planning as a result of adopting this formal and structured

approach.

E. KEYS TO SUCCESS

o The preconditions for integrated planning are:

Accountability - IS consistently meets budget and schedule

commitments. IS reports on its accountability in status meetings, or

formally through a document such as the IS annual report.

Distribution of IS - IS, perhaps along with finance and human resource

functions, is distributed to the divisions to be supported^hereby

embedding IS functions into the line operations. This allows IS to

better serve end users and promotes better understanding of the

potential of IS.

IS is seen as a strategic tool - management knows how to assess the

competitive impact of information technology. They see that

information technology has an impact at the industry, firm, and

strategy levels.
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Open communications - both verticol and horizontal communication

channels are open. Top management and successive layers

communicate on business directions, and communication^cross

functions easy (IS to end users and vice versa).

Top management supporter - there is a sponsor to sell the integrated

planning approach and to carry it out, sponsor^can be found in the

business unij|(^HoTiasTiad a posit ive^expenence with ISi^

Planning calendars are synchronized - IS and business unit management

prepare their plans at the same time and eoef^eed^^^ other.

The companies in the INPUT survey appeared to go through a series of phases

prior to achieving an integrated planning process.

Initially, there was no IS plan.

IS plans •««+«§• BSP or some other methodology whteh begins by stating

business objectives and captures the requirements of business

management. IS is reactive, but responsive to business requirements.

IS achieves accountability - consistently meeting budget and schedul^-J^

and begins to publicize or in some way communicate be+t^heir

accomplishments and l^he^ further potential <sHjcm§.a strategic tool.

IS is distributed closer to user management. This act further serves to

cross-educate and user organizations about each other's i,

capabilities and needs. There is still a corporate IS function wn iCT

defines policies and guidelines for IS resources.

Corporate IS issues guidelines to distributed IS management for

working with user management to prepare IS plans for the

distribured IS activities. Corporate IS consolidates the results and

identifies redundancies, if any, and addresses common issues.
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Corporate IS end distributed IS^issue guidelines m Luiiiiiiuniaatw^ with

business management on how to prepare the IS portion of thei/business

plan. The resultant business plan includes a discrete system plan

section for each line manager. Corporate IS and/or business planners

consolidate the results and identifi^is-redundancies and common issues.

The business plan reflects systemŝ along with capital, human resources,

and facilitie^-^^ach resource is considered to have equal strategic

importance. A separate IS plan may still exist ttii vtf'^uy u LluLiSmiinT

It) inuurlui.'^

F. DOCUMENTATION

o The documented results of the planning process do not determine whether a

company has integrated planning. There can be one single integrated plan or

IS can still have a separate plan.

The documentation should reflect that IS is considered a strategic

resourceJust like capital, human resources, and facilities,

f

The documentation should serve as a tool for monitoring progress.

o In the INPUT survey, 10 companies had a single plan, but in addition they had

application development priority lists and key project plans (networking, data

base, and personal computing extensions).

G. RECOMMENDATIONS

The onus is on IS-to show a better understanding of tf*e«i function within the

organization, tricy can begin by understanding the issues of the business and

defining their own issues in business tem^rather than technological terms.

Issues held in common are much easier to address jointly through integrated

planning.
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It is also up to IS to show how IS can be a strategic tool. IS can begin by

looking at past business decisions which nnight have had a more profitable

outcome if IS had been involved in the plannin<;u/ln order to'convev the

strategic nature of IS, IS must play a Jowsullqljve- role. IS management is in

the best position to tout the strategic nature of IS in management meetings.

IS management and planners can use a threeJevel framework to trigger their

thinking about the potential impacts of IS at the industry, firm, and strategy

level.

Manageijient must anticipate the impact^of IS at the industry level

before occu^ so that strategies can be developed to position the

organization in the new industry setting.^or example, "

teleconferencing, if used as a substitute for travel, will have a

significant impact on the transportation industry's business travel

market. Management must look at the impact of information

technology over the next five to ten years on:

Products and services.

Markets.

» Production economics.

/ At the firm level, management must assess the impact on the following

competitive forces:

Buying power.

Supplier power.

Product substitution economies.

New entrants.

Rivals.
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At the strategy level, companies position themselves relative to their

industry by effectively implementing one or more generic strategies,

and IS can imjmict the ability of the organization to execute these

strategies, auch q

Low-cost leadership.

Product differentiation.

Concentration on market or product niche.

Documents such as the IS annual report ore a way to publ ioiao that IS

understands the businessjand evi ees accountability. ?b«h a document

should be developed wmoh shows how IS can and does assist in meeting

business objectives and acts (or can act) as a strategic tool. The statement

should consist minimally of the IS mission, strategies, and issues oJ-tS- deemed

to be of importance to effective business operations (see Appendix D - IS

Annual Report Sample).

In order to learn the business, IS should either develop the business strengths

of existing IS employees, tap Into line units for business expertise, or hire

employees with technical, planning, and business experience. The resources of
J

consultants, books, and seminars listed in Appendix B can also be used. This 4*-«;ttt)i,y^

in addition to distributing IS staff closer to line operations.

IS will need to publicize or communicate guidelines to line management the

first few times they are asked to address system planning in their planning

efforts. These guidelines should be developed jointly with line managemenj^
tinjtMM

representatives, or at least]j'"signed off" by line or general management, fhfsf

should be short and easy to complete. For example:

Briefly discuss yowr systems environment.

. Outline ems plan in terms of objectives, scope, and a

summary of major projects and other actions. Explain how youp-
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systems plan supports y»w business strategy and business plan.

Discuss the compatibility of ytotir systems plan with the IS

strategies of the company as a whole.

Highlight progress during the past year.

J^eview any chanaes in emphasis or priorities^dentify problems

which arose.

Discuss the major systems issues in priority sequence wWeh will be
A

addressed during the coming plan period.

Discuss any related areas of concern^uch as issues needing senior

management guidance or involvement, or problems vStt^ may be

common to other organizations.

The results of line management planning efforts should be consolidated and

common systems issues identified. If there are any plan redundancies, the

involved parties must be made aware of their duplicate efforts, and

negotiations promoted to reduce such efforts.

The degree of formality,^lanning horizons to be covg^ed, and^documentation

of results are dependent upon corporate culture and resources brought to bear
A

(staff, money, consultants, and other outside resources).

The actual approach should consist of the following steps:

PreTplan activities to develop a plan for planning and defin^ the scope

of the effort. The key participants of this step are the planning

support tean^onsisting of those who request, review, and/or

consolidate plan results.

During the preparation phase the planning support team should perform

activities to prepare themselves for their role in educating user

management. An "IS potential" paper can be prepared and used by the

support team to promote the idea of IS as a strategic tool. Discussions
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on the potential of IS should be held with line management prior to the

beginning of their planning efforts.

During the identification of issues, goals, objectives, and critical

success factor stage, th^se aspects AA«meh are providing the impetus

behind plans must be defined. This must be done by each line manager^

either alone or in key-manager brainstorming sessions. Results should ^

A
be shared.

An assessment of the current situation in each line operation or support

function will be necessary to serve as the baseline for the planning

effort.

Descriptions of opportunities and needs from an assessment phase are

necessary. IS management an^r business planners may need to

consolidate the results of this step and report back to line managers on

any opportunities or needs held in common.

The opportunities and requirements must then be evaluated and

priorities set. The results should be communicated back to all line

managers, and negotiations for change should be possible.

In the plan formulation step.documentation should be prepared 'i^^
T

appropriate to the planning activity - strategic, capital, or

operating/budget - and appropriate to the need for formality or

informality./ rhe^ IS and business planners may need to consolidate

plans from the various operational units and Identify redundant efforts

and common issues to be addressed at a corporate level. The final

result should be a document to which management at every level can

be held accountable.

There are several caveats w li iuli'must be considered in developing an

integrated planning approach.

- YK^Timing of efforts to achieve integrated planning critical. If there

are reorganizations or other distracting and draining events occurring,

the time is not right.
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A top management sponsor outside of IS is probably needed. IS usually

does not have the clout by Itself. The sponsor can be found in the

division wmon has been satisfactorily served by IS and which has

achieved some goal through IS (for example, significant cost eduction

or revenue enhancement).

Consider using a consultant, particularly to sell executive management

on the idea of IS as a strategic tool. A consultant may offer the

necessary objectivity and "seal of approval."

IS and business planners should publish and communicate their results

widely, both vertically and horizontally.

Communication of directions and^xchange of needs and potential

opportunities lead to shared understanding and will jnsure that companies

make the best use of their resources - IS and others. The planning process can

provide stimulation of discussion and exchange of insights between IS and user

management.
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Ill THE NEED AND THE IMPEDIMENTS

Ours is an age of uncertaint^j^with an evolving economy and an uncertain

future. But managers must still forge a path of action in a viable direction.

The new environment will require highly efficient operations, marked by the

integration and application of technology. we,must continually adapt and

infuse the latest technologies and build upon'fcwM^echnological infrastructure,

providing information and information handling services where and when

needed.

These IS resources are, in fact, strategic tools in that they can assist

companies in implementing strategies. And for some companies IS can even

become a direct part of products and services. But how do^e plan in a

dynamic environment? The key is to use the capabilities of all functions

within a company, including IS, and to promote communication between

functions so that all are aware of tho p»tcn liuU uf Loeh other t

A, WHY PLAN INFORMATION SYSTEMS?

I. BACKGROUND ^

o The primary objective of each function within an organization, including IS, is

to contribute to the ability of the organization to make a profit. In order to

do this, the IS manager must at a minimun^^^ate an operation that provides

the necessary services for the minimum cost^consistent with being able to

meet the evolving needs of the overall organization as-thcy arises

—

^
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Typically IS is considered to be a service oporatioirto the organization,.j(3B4^^

planning has been isolated *o.the IS functions and has been generally in a

short-rang^adaptive nnode because:

There are rapid changes occurring in hardware, software, and

comnnunications technology.

There is a high rate of personnel turggver in l^esulting effectively in

a scarcity of skilled personnel. i

There is a scarcity of financial and managerial resources.

There are constant changes in system requirements.

There are frequent and unexpected user demands^ue tol^uch/octivities^

as new marketing programs, new product design, ^egal/and regulatory

changes, 9C competitive environment shifts.

IS management must realize that
j

^hey themselves are also the agents of

change^ue to the information technology exploslonjand should be in the best

position 'to plan or contribute to tov^chang^^iiiM tairp plcig For example, in

insurance companies^^here is growing belief that expert systems will reduce

the need for s|<^illed, highly paid underwriters. The impl ioationo ara increases

in technologij^^investment and utilization, profound human resources changes,

and changes in the profit picture. Planning for these changes is mandatory.

IS activities clearly represent an area of great strategic importance in some

companies. One respondent to our survey said that "IS is a competitive

weapon." IS needs the guidance.of^orporate goals, but the achievement of

these goals can be severely irnipGL leG by IS performance and capabilities^r

lack thereof. The use of IS in banking is a clear example of howl5~acTTvmeS

TT-^- %i^'^iH'^ . A . • •^«^- u*^ , . rare strategic in nature, y^ntegrated planning ^ which^general management of

the corporation,'*1me management of revenue operations, and^anagement of

service functionslincluding IS/participate i s mandatory!
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2. ISSUES

w
o The business planners and general management level respondents identified

the issues listed in Exhibit 1 1 1- 1 as those being addressed in their current

planning efforts.yGenerally, there was more interest in cost control than in

0 business expansion. Companies in a business expansion mode were more

inclined to see IS as a competitive weapon. Q|^*^y
considered a strategic tool if a company is injexpansion mode, and^apital to

enhance IS is available.)

o IS planners and general management^-level respondents identified the issues
A

listed in Exhibit 1 1 1-2 as those driving their current planning efforts. From the

list of IS issues it is clear that IS issues are predominantly technological in

nature.

o The only issues clearly held in common were productivit)^a»«l-^st controj^nd

integrating IS as a strategic tool, although thfs latter was not of primary

importance. It would seem that issues held in common would be a driving

force for integrated IS and business planning.

o While IS management and planners would argue that their issues stem from

business issues, it is interesting to note that they do not articulate the driving

business issues, but rather the resultant technological issuef It would perhaps

be advisable for IS personnel to show their understanding ol their function

within the organization by tying 14, directly to business issues.

a WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS OF INTEGRATED ISLAND BUSINESS PLANNING?

o Exhibit III-3 lists benefits achieved in th««^companies with an integrated III^X
plan.

'//'"•^

o IS clearly supports business goals. Examples were given of better customer

i,jnew

users promoting their own productivity by using information technology as a

service with more current information, ^new lines of business developed, and
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tool. The overall needs and capabilities of the corporation were nnade more

apparent through integrated planning efforts. The company was -more-able to

take advantage of technology in terms of competitive positioning.

There were reduced costs of both IS and business operationsV Redundant

system acquisition was avoided through pinnninn and coord inntinn. yS

development efforts were betterscoped»vv3rm understanding of "i^tt

requirements achieved4ay study>&/Doth IS and line personnel participants.

At one company, IS was decentralized and work'^pread to smaller

systems at less cost than if doint the work on corporate headquarter\JI

centralized systems. ^

Eleven of the respondents stated that they had achieved a specific payback as

a result of ICrwiiiult-Miiuu\utililuryU hrT^'integrated planning. (Note that most of

the companies would not ^^^?e tf^ir specific payback because they were

concerned that it would divulge tlw^ strategies'Witl fliey wOUldSest Q.^

^nmprtitivp ndvnntngo ) y

In one case the business plan stated an objeotiMe o f bceoiwing a moro

foeuood rognufgoturor > and the result was soH^^ivestiture^and

acquisition activity^ >^ was called in by general management to review

_^ dn acquisition candidate. IS determined that existing manufacturing

and financial systems at headquarters could accommodate the load of

new proHiirtQ nnH pinnt r-nntrr^j n^n^ccjjptoH tho acquisitioO.

^ Further, headquarters was abot to ofte.o i'nriiudul^ the administrative
A

load and eliminate the administrative systems of the acquisition

candidate. Tha^ determined there would be a savings of personnel and

equipment as a result of this consolidation._^h^ profit to the company

OliucL bji-the acquisition/^ith IS assistance/

In another case the company computerized the mangement of their

timberland base. This led to.§marter decisions about growing trees and

was largely responsible foij^^ver 30%Tmprovement^in timber yield over

the last few years. This waali'Hi ibu tad te uoing al l of thoir ctrongtha ^
iftrl iiHing thru ii f Tr-

—

^
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Another company said that their market share increased from 23% to

30% over the last three years because of the value added to their

customers as a result of offering information services in addition to

products and product distribution services. They were also able to

lower operating costs as a result of IS. These benefits were achieved

through joint IS and business planning.

Yet another company attributed nine years of continuingqrowth to IS

and the open communications between all units^including IS and general

management.

Better resource utilization was identified as a benefit of integrated planning.

More appropriate priorities for poopfc, financial, plant, and system resources

were established. Specifically, there was better teamwork, and a balance was

reached between product/market development and people development as a

result of information systems.

At one company, a reduction in staff, particularly middle-level ^
management, was achieved by developing information sysJecQS^Xlwfr

allowed for the same level of control as business qrew^^he
" information systems were achieved through system design of joint IS

and line management personnel.

Finally, an integrated IS and business plan aids management in meeting

goals. A plan for peepSe-, financial, plant, and system resources includes all

the components for which management at the lowest level should be

accountable. Planning keeps companies on track.

C DEFINITION AND CHARACTERIZATION

The definition of integrated IS and business planning is elusive. For many of

the surve) '

—

^-^'--^ •_- ^- -i ^

products.

the survey respondents^^Awas easier to characterize in terms of process and
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Exhibit 1 1 1-4 lists the variety of definitions and characterizations given by

respondents who had an integrated plan or process.

The business planning and IS planning calendars are synchronized.

While this is required for integrated planning, more is still needed to

achieve fully integrated planning.

IS becomes a strategic tool. IS provides for flexibility no matter what

business direction is taken. IS provides tools td(,betterjs€^?^ clients)

and inform managements*^ significant cost advantages. IS actually

becomes a product or directly contributes to a service and is

acknowledged for its direct contribution. This is the best

characterization of integrated planning.

IS personnel participate actively in business planning or vice versa. In

this case there are separate business and IS plans. INPUT believes this

is perhaps more appropriately called linked planning rather than true

integrated planning.

Integrat^dpkinning is a "loop process." The system plan (which can

either bjj^^physicolfy^part of the business plan or a separate document)

is conceived while developing the business plan. It is a "marrying

process" whereby the business plans allocate resources to IS and the IS

plan allocates resources to the business units. The IS plan actually

fulfills the business plan tactically, but also partially directs the

business plan in terms of future financial resource requirements.

One^lan is the^sult of integrated planning. This one p lon io q

b<rf&jness p lan which iru;lydes IS as part of the operating budget. In all

an|tompan^s\surveye^vww sai d they had ^e.plan, the business pi

contain^ enough^hT|^rmation so that an application development

priority scheme een be established.

Several respondents who said they had integrated their IS and business plans

stated that the business plan was the basis for IS planning. INPUT believes
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that this is still reactive planninc|^rather than proactive plannin^which is a

primary characterization of integrated planning.
j

Reduced costs, increased revenue, more effective. resource use, and j u .^.-LrtM^* />

management accountability appear to be the results of.a«dap*WlS as a
A ^

contributor to the r>rQnni7<nt;r>fwip^iMor.^a,H" i
, i ii p i

j i || 'H || | jug

Open communications between general management, line management, and

services management^cluding 1^ is common among those companies with

integrated planning.

D. WHYeO-COMPANIES4MOT^NTEGRATE AND WHAT ARE THE RESULTS?

IMPEDIMENTS TO INTEGRATING PLANNING

Exhibit III-5 lists the reasons or impediments given by tl'ius^ respondents who

did not have integrated planning.

Ineffective/inadequate communications was most frequently cited.

hisreasoiTTncTucfe ownward communication froi

management as to directiorLond lack of^ommynicationjt'between IS

and useryiid vice 7£?r uone company the lack of downward

r- communication was attributed to top management's belief that some

^4hw activities should be kept secret b^^uac gf-ihoiy^trategic rtkwyjk j

(f^fjoMif^ TliyTeuitJTi foi lack of horizontal communication l aithet line

management feels that IS does not understand the business and IS feels
h

the user does not understand the potential of technology. It is quite

clear, however, that the onus is on IS to understand the business

requirements.

In six companies, even though there were extensive information

resources, management did not feel that were justified orJhat no

measurable return on investment had resulted from IS acquisitions. IS

evqdcnccd poor accountability.
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In the companies with serious economic problems (seven respondents

alluded to these)^anagement was not willing to invest financial and

staff resources^ an integrated planning process.

Some companies were reorganizediand redeploying resources. One^was

recently acquired and had new managementj/One was experiencing an

exceptionally high growth rate and much o^the resources were being

diverted to advertising and promotion/ And two were in the process of

•» distributing IS foTTieline operations. (Note: This last seems to be a

precursor to achieving integrated IS and business planning.)

In several cases general management or business planners do not

understand the benefits of integrated planning (also means they do not

understand the benefits of IS). In these cases there will be no push

from the business units to integrate planning sAd-it will have to be

initiated by IS.

RESULTS OF NOT INTEGRATING

Those companies without integrated planning mentioned the following results

of not intearating. Exhibit III-6 summarizes these results for the I I

companies without integrated planning.

A

Both IS and general management respondents felt that not having

integrated planning resulted in ineffective IS resource use and mediocre

data processing support. , . . ,

Anoroaood ^osts of IS development^fFoo^duplicate efforts (particularly ^|<^ fi/itjUd Aj6

with personal computer applications).

IS management felt strongly that the company was not taking

advantage of advanced technology in operational areas. (These

managers were from companies with scarce financial resources.)
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IS^morale was negatively affected. ^ISyjfelt that tbeij*company was not

keeping up with the competition. They felt they were being "jerked

around" and forced to be reactive, not proactive. Several examples of

acquisitions were given whei;^ IS was told after the fact and could not

adequately or Umpjy respond to the new volume.

General management stated in two cases that IS seemed to just want to

their thin^'as opposed to supporting business goals.

h
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IV now TO INTEGRATE PLANNING EFFORTS

HOM/Tt) ^
A. /\ CONVINGIH6-TOP MANAGEMENT

Top monagemen^^blessing is required to initiate and support integrated

planning. Their blessing is usually given when IS has proved itself to be a

cost-effective contributor to the business. In order to show cost-effectiveness/jV

IS management has usually elevated their level of accountability. IS

investments are rigorously cost-justified and there is formal or informal
A

auditing with the results publicized.y^lS annual reports (see Chapter V, Section

B), monthly status reports, or management meetings with user and general

management^hich also includejl^ are the modes used to publicize results. In

many of the companies interviewed, IS had gone beyond just being cost-*

effective to actually contributing to revenue by providing a service or a

product.

An example was (fotrrone computer manufacturer wl^had developed a

manufacturing requirements planning (MRP) system wEIch resulted in

cost savingsyi^«4i4b««c; rhe^fc then packaged the software with iHie i f

computer and thus added a new product lin^^f«»fr-4f i l egru l ed syot-ero^Z-,

Both cost-effectiveness of service operations oi;, revenue enhancements are

strategic goals of every company. ISj^een as a strategic tool is a goal of

integrated planning, but r'"* ' "T| ^^'^ pn'^r'^"'''nn1^*'jrYif"'^'^*^^'^ had

to become a strategic tool before integrated planning was approved.

Exhibit IV- 1 lists the respondents' answers to the question "How do you
|
\/

convince top management?"
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r'rtiu rulluwiiig peuirs vMfiThe key l u ull uf'ttiL fullUDying powafs vmos that vertical and horizontal

communications were affected,/Many of the companies stated thaT

there had^een some cultural shift leading to a growing philosophy ie*^
remov^^arriers In i niiiiiMimn^jjLMijriil 'ill ii »mI

i
^etween all levels

within the organization/ Integrated planning efforts were achieved

"after communication^ in the form of cross-fertilization between line

units (the business operations)/and IS was accomplished. IS would work

with line units to learn the business and through^his process^also

educate line unit management and personnel »f^he potential^of IS.

In almost half of the cases there was no convincing necessary, but

lulliei^tegrated planning resulted from a top-down decision./ In

"several cases top mangement or the board of directors hired a

professional IS manager who, in turn, hired or trained personnel to

initiate and partidgate in integrated planning efforts. -^Msonp these

cases, management^"salted" IS with business people and otro^harted a

course to distribute IS functions -into line operations.

Professional IS management rS^differentiated (perhaps unfairly) from JS

managemeffT who have c®me up the ranksJulu II lU luu ICi pouiiiuu.-g
fJ ^ Of

Professional IS manageweat w«s hired from outside "nnd hrni'^ht ifff^r

their ability to integrate separate |S toffhnologioq^domains and ioft.

accomplish decentralized IS. T^o porsonM^qt o^e to communicate IS

potential and successes ffonttontly oncrarticulately. He or sbie^id

much attention to selecting and improving IS F|utjTi^ resources^to

enhance the IS understanding of the husines^Bffg^a fflyKi^°^r rT^rtn

to the president or to a very high leveffYln fflig conipdhles'that stated

that professional IS management convinced top management,

respondents said that the new IS manager insisted upon formal IS

planning \^IalQi initially was a separate IS plan wmcKwas predicated on

business objectives^^^trl-^ce an IS plan was developed, integrated IS

and business planning followed the next year.

The most interesting responses were from those who said "one good or

one bad experience." In some of the companies, IS was able to prove
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thrmfiglvrji dr-pitr Hnp management backing. Perhaps some system
A

implementation had had a profound cost savings or had significantly

contributed to revenue. IS management in these cases was able to

show how IS had contributed to meeting object ives.^/fhe baci^^^

experiences were ones where it was obvious that if IS had be«T>a part

or rl'it! urlfo?I^the bad experience would not have happened. For

example, management of one company had acquired a business whose

systems were in such poor shape that the expense te- bring Them up to

the level of the rest of the operation wiped out {he hupt'LT [m benefit

from ttie_gcqw«t+i;^5^l} was 1+ws^c^^ where business plans hod not

cflthiincluded IS that^showed ^fter thu feic^ the need for integrated planning

and communications.

In two of the companies the nature of the business (research and

development) resulted in an extraordinary high level of staff computer, ,

literacy. Top management was forced to authorize changes +u lUiull iir

an environment more supportive of staff efforts.

B. WHO SHOULD PARTICIPATE IN INTEGRATED PLANNING?

A variety of players participate in integrated planning. Exhibit IV-2 shows the

participants and their roles.

IS management takes responsibility for educating users and management on

the potential of information technology. FurthertM(hey \^2ikahave studies

performed on productivity and^^evelop cost/benefit analyses to justify

information technology applications soon to ha^zo pottn Hu l vulutr (specifically

office automatiof^>y/hich today means some aspect of end-user computing).

Other studies were on system architecture and future technology trends and

their potential implications.

In an insurance company a planner and a consultant assessed

alternative insurance product distribution modes^uch as direct writing^^

as opposed to'J^ntinuing use of the independent agent system. TMu^'^^^y^ "d*
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consideredyjorganizational, political, and technological innplications of

each mode.

In a public utility company with no IS planner the business planner was

called upon to assess demographic trends and the role of IS in

responding to these trends.

General (executive) management is responsible for overall business direction

and policy.

Division and line management are responsible for their respective plans

(strategic, long-range, tactical, operating, budget, and other HcKS^specific to

each company). Contributions to the planning process come from planners

within the divisions and from I R^and oka fi'om IS manaqementiand consultants.

IS direction and plans are the responsibility of IS managementA wi tli
^-

£ontribution^primarily from IS planners, business planners, and occasionally

consultants or task forces. Consultants are often used because of their

knowledge of future technology direction or because of their planning and

facilitative skills.

^ XCompan ies wWcH were decentralized (IS and/or business operations)l{in all but

one casej^^onsolidatej
^

plan^ Thi^^the responsibility of business and/or IS

planners. In several companies v4*© had integrated planning there f^no longer

a separate IS planning function.

IS and line management^ responsible for implementation of their respective

plans or plan components.

C WHAT ARE THE REQUIRED RESOURCES?

o The time spent and the number of participants varied so significantly that no

generalizations can be drawn. Most of the companies had both business

planners and IS planners with full-time planning (or study) responsibilities. At
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the least, about one month of effort was spent by both IS and line

management each year to come up with next year's operational plan.

A variety of consultants were usedyyos were other resources. Appendix B

shows some of the books and seminars considered to be helpful in promot

integrated planning. $pf^ ^

o Only a few systems-oriented seminars we/e mentioned, but many of the

respondents said that they h?ld in-house/Sjerninars led by IS and business

planners or managementf«wuch eeocotetrSa IS or business-specific topics.

Theytrt^ iiieiiliuiieU llieri jji-house management development seminars Were—

h©4^wn+«* promoted communication skillS|^{/C^t4i, AjU«'J\jdJi .

D. CAN YOU USE fs'PLANNING METHODOLOGIES?

o Since all the companies had developed IS plans, one can say that all had used

some^lanning methodology. However, there woo o variety of approaches^

ranging from traditional IS approaches to internally developed methodologies

(IDMs). Exhibit IV-3 shows the methodologies used by the respondents.

o The methodologies varied in terms of structure and flexibility. Those ¥^no

used combinations of methodologies tended to have the most ad hoc, adaptive,

and flexible approaches. Those using Business Systems Planning (BSP) from

IBM, Critical Success Factors (CSF) from MIT, or approaches from IS

consultants tended to have a more structured process. BSP and CSF are

described in Section I and 2-which follow.

o Most of the companies had used BSP, CSF, or approaches from consulting

firms to prepare their first significant IS plan, but almost all subsequently

used an "internally developed methodology (IDM) for planning. It seems that

the structure is necessary for the first planning process, but that^,more

adaptive approaches are appropriate^subsequenth

4^
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The IDMs were occasionally nanned, such as "IS as a competitive weapon" or

"competiti«Q IS planning." These names reflect how IS is viewed at these

organizations.

All companies with an integrated planning process no longer used BSP or CSF

because these are not really intended to promote integrated planning.

As mentioned before, BSP is appropriate on a one-time basis. It can be used

to study an enterprise's business system to meet woar- and long-term

information requirements and make management recommendations.

Briefly, BSP provides for an analysis of the environment at increasing levels

of detaiLas follows:

Business objectives and problems.

Business processes.

Business organization.

Information and computer applications.

Data files.

Data classes.

Further, BSP identifies IS objectives and defines required IS changes.

BSP defines an information architecture, establishes architectural priorities,

shows technologies and management practices requiring support, and defines

MIS changes required for architectural priorities. The results of these

activities are used in establishing IS recommendations and action plan^

(Doth ongoing and integrated planning.

BUSINESS SYSTEMS PLANNING METHODOLOGY

A
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The BSP output includes the following:

Findings and conclusions.

Major IS problem analysis.

Specific nnanagement information systems problems deduced

from inadequate IS or IS support problems.

IS objectives.

Definition of high-priority IS projects.

First systems support requirements.

Projects addressing major IS problems.

Immediate actions recommended.

Action plan for follow-on projects,

of hoving daveiopcd aThe impact of hoving daveiopcd a plan using BSP is that priorities are

established for management commitment and resources are allocated

accordingly. The process itself gets management involved, since it begins

with a definitiorTo^j^iU^r^s objective^from thore^ The interview process can

be a time when the IS planners educate the business management on the

potential benefits of IS.

The^criticisms of defioiGnci^q of BSP in terms of promoting integrated

planning mentiono^by raoponden tl include:

of^^iNot a "living" document - doesn't support o^^aing planning.

Too much focus on data elements - goes from strategic issues to detail

too quickly.
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Too forced and artificial.

Breakdown-down If there are organizational changes during the

planning process.

2. CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS

The CSF approach to IS planning consists of a study wh ich starts with a

widespr£fl4-6€uripleof naanogsts-^^ are queried about their total infornnation
/\iJt»Al«^^> mMi^v^ ^ _ —

jneedsJ JMei are based on tJa©*r critical success factors - those factors whioh-i

for any business are the limited number of areas in which resultv**-*la£>i-QC£-il>

^ satiflfQCtof^ will ensure succeŝ ul competitive performance for jjjfi.

organization. f Often an outside consultant is used, particularly for interviews

at
^"^^[^^^^y^ level. Managers «f« pressed to quantify the criticaljactors^

so that hey J^djje measurffllaterXThe results of the sample are comoared

with the existing information systems^/An InformatiorTstructure can be"

'Sloped from analysis of the various managen's responses. A consultant can

help find trends in the critical success factors. jZubsystems necessary to

provide the information Be+-t3vtai4aWe are identified and assigned priorities for

development.

The criticisms and deficiencies of CSF included:

Too academic.

More form than substance.

Managers couldn't see purpose of exercise and how it related to

developing a systems plan.
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WHAT WORKS?

KEYS TO SUCCESS

An integrated planning process has less to do with developing a planning

approach than it does with developing'laccountability of IS, distributing IS

activities closer to the divisions to be supported, and assisting management to

see IS as a strategic tool.

Accountability: IS consistently meet§ bydget and sch^ule
ft.

commitments. IS provides services wmteh are costjeffectiv^'VjwcPcosts

are rigorously controlled. Further, IS reports on their accountability to

the end user, perhaps through the use of an IS annual report or +«• Vift*

monthly status letters or meetings. This contributes to a better IS

reputation. During the reporting IS can educate end users on the

potential of IS.

Distribution of IS: IS, perhaps along with finance and human resource

functions, is distributed to the divisions to be aupportfti^hereby

embedding IS functions ip+^the divisions. Closer commiJnicationf

between the IS function^ and t+ie business units is facilitated by this

move. Conversely, IS staffs are "salted" with personnel wrt+h a clear

understanding of the business. The result of thio moJt ls that business

management better understands IS, and IS better understands the

business.

IS is seen as a strategic tool: /V|yc|gement '^"°^||^|j{J^^J^^sess the

competitive impact of information technology. They see^that

information technology has an impact at the industry, firm, and

strategy levels, as shown in Exhibit IV-4.

Industry Level: To link IS to the strategic needs of the organization,

management must anticipate the impactyat the industry level before
iV

we^occur^^o that strategies can be developed to position the

organization in the new industry setting. For example, if

1/
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teleconferencing is used as a substitute for travel there will be a

significant rnnpact on the transportation industry's business travel

market. *^nagement must look at the impact of information

technology jgver theT?^rfive to ten year^ on:

Products and services - for example, IS may alter the product

life cycle and increase the speed of distribution.

Markets - for example, the financial industr^^through creating

new delivery systems such as ATMs and homi banking services,

contributes to an increase in •thei^consumer and business

customer!^ computer literacy. The result will be an increase in

the demand for electronical I yrbased products and services.

h
Production economics - through the monitoring, controlling, and

coordinating potential of IS, tbi^conomies of scale (in tnrmT nf ^
machinery, space, energy, and labor utilizatiomcan be

significantly changed.

Firm Level - IS changes an industry s^ucture through affecting the

competitive forces. Michael Porter in Competitive Strategy;

Techniques for Analyzing Industries and Competitors has developed a

framework of competitive forces ^wch can be used to identify

opportunities for IS deployment. The framework includes the following

competitive forces:

Buying power - for example, IS becomes a strategic weapon

when buyer information systems can determine the profit

potential of various buyer groups.

Supplier power - IS con mitigate the factors creating the power

of suppliers. For example, robotics or expert systems can

reduce the cost of labor and reduce labory^wor whiol-feuts

Woe firm's profits. /^iZiMti^lMr-
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Substitution - product substitution economies ore both a threat

and an opportunity. Having to combat substitutes is costly, but

offering a substitute can increase profiti IS can be deployed for
A

both situations. For example, the ability to offer consolidated

financial services, facilitated by IS, provides a substitute for

discrete financial services.

. New entrants - IS can deal with the impact of new entrants,

both offensively and defensively. For example, extensive

information services offered to independent insurance agents by

the first insurance company to develop an extensive

telecorpmunications network^iving access to on-line services'^

servej to lock the agent to that company. Other insurance

companies attempting to offer more information services are

essentially blocked from entry.

Rivalry - IS con assist a company te i dont iiy when to compete,

when to coopecoje, and even how to do so effectively. The

"how" isUnosT ^ffected\by the use of IS distribution channels.

For example, small wholesalers can effectively rival the larger

wholesalers by availing themselves pf,the Uniform

Communication Standards (UCS) wnreh provide^or standardized

data and communication networks, or smaller banks may share a

common group of ATMs against a large market share leader.

Strategy Level - Companies position themselves relative to their

industry by effectively implementing one or more generic strategies

and IS con infpact the ability of the organization to execute the

strategies. Information technology nffer-te a firm's strategy 4h fcr im *^

affecting;

Low-cost leadership - IS can be used to improve the productivity

of labor (reducing laborand fiuba tifu+tng lower cost ISXo

Ca». MU> improving the use of other resources such as equipment and

inventory.
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Product differentiation - IS can contribute to the quality of a

product or service or ^add unique features^ the produc t of-
^

'icrvifio. ^ ^ '

. Concentration on market or product niche - For example, IS can

be used to locate market/product niches and 4©^sess

profitability within each through the use of data base and

modeling tools.

There are three other keys to success Ts^mplementing an integrated planning

approach: an insistence on^open communications, ^top management

support^, and s/nciVmnfging IS and business planning calendars.

Open corpmunications: Both vertical and horizontal communication

channels pre open. Top mangernent and aucEftajive layers communicate

on PuiinAog direction and eer iyerjunV listen to lower levels abeuT tne

impact of business direction on operations^cind twm the>i rnn,

—

5>>»wki la-*-

Lui il i ibulo . Further, communications across functions an* promoted,

jusiness unit and vice v/orta. Joint study teams are

the norm for issue development and f«r planning.

Top management supportej^: There H^a sponsor to sell the approach and

Sjte carry it out. IS management usually does not have the clout

^ tsel f, so a sponsor from tho husmpsa is needed who can sell the

approach to the executive group, rhg'sponsor
^
can be found in the

business unj^/^ho has had a positive experience with 1^ hoy

understanc^the benefits of IS andja^ntegrated planning^ ^
Planning calendars «f©.synchronized: IS porformc their plan and budget

pnppnrntio^^t the same time that the busine^units are preparing

theirV. Thiols not enough by itself, but is mandatory for integrated

planning.
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2. PLANNING PROCESS

a. Process Variables

Each company interviewed which t they had an integrated planning

process had a different approach whfoh-varied in terms of formality, planning
''
t>k^

horizon, and documentation of results.

The formality of the process varied from a structured process ^ith

each business manager developing a "strawpian" plan wnieh'was
reviewed, refined, and finally accepted|^o one where most planning

occurred in a two^o-three<lay brainstorm of key managers with one

person documenting the results.

Exhibit IV-^T^hows the various horizons for planning efforts. The ^ ^^ ^
longer planning horizons were addressed by the energy and public

utility firms through the development of scenarios and covered a period

of five to twenty years. The long-range plans were usually for five

years, but several firms had three-year plans and a few had seven-year

plans. The long-range plan was occasionally called a capital plan. The

operating/budget plan had a horizon of one or two years.

Thft JuLu rnen i dt ion of results-oca addreiiaed In ll ie seuiion t i t led

"Roaul ts of the Integratod Planning Effort .

" ^

b. Process Steps

Whether the planning effort was for the development of a scenario, a long-

range planror an operating/budget plan, the following steps, summarized in 1 |/^U>
Exhibit IV-^ were performed: *

Pr^)lan activities consisted of ckrvBl6pil»5"a pluiMtw-;
^ ^

€ommun?callng to. key participants about tho cf^^^pE^f t\^^^th^\^

specific objectives, resources, and any administrative mechanics.

These latter often had to do with review and plan consolidation

efforts. IS and business planners and their respective management

were most involved at this step.
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The preparation phase consisted of activities to prepare the planning

support team for understanding their role in educating user

managennent. For example, in those companies where IS was not yet

viewed as a strategic tool, the IS and business planning staff had a

responsibility to educate line management on the potential of IS.

)ccasionally, an "IS potential" statement would be prepared and

distributed throughout the organization. This statement was most

often prepared by IS and detailed the potential of IS each of the

business units. It might take the form of a scenario. At one company,

it consisted of a white paper discussing the following:

Economic/environmental forces affecting the future:

External forces.

. Political/economic/demographic.

Specific to the industry.

Internal forces.

Company business scenario (strategies, objectives,

goals).

Technical scenario of IS resources within the

company.

Manpower scenario showing IS requirements and

Demand for IS.

Technology scenario - expectations nf future

developments and their potential j/Hpoct on the

strategies, objectives, and goals of tHie business.
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lUu iil iriLuHuii isues, goals, objectives, and critical success factorf MM. /oiintif)^^,

s t uye. eo i'iii-sttLijur yui ii i iiy ijii undorotonding of the goala} objegtivoo ;
^

and iocuoc "
iwiimh qi ejjii pviding I I ic impetus behind plans3/^Clso at this

^

stage, the factors wnw management views as critical to achieving

goals and ubjec t ive.5 are identifietl. This stage was done by each line

wi T iw manage

^are ideotitif

managejj^in some cases working separately and in others woo don ia in

key man'ager brainstorming sessions. In companies where IS was viewed

as a strategic tool, the results of this stage were communicated

throughout the organization.

^^*Assessment of current situation step consisted of determining the

status of the business in terms of strength^and^eaknesses,

capabilities, and constraint^i e piuv idu piuilluc i A ut jcFviooa^This step

was performed by each function'^^^f?fiiHl
^
\he organization and essentially

provided the baseline for the subsequent plan. Again, the step could be

performed individually or in group sessions and the results

communicated broadly or narrowly.

In the opportunities and needs assessment phase, descriptions of "f^^

business opportunities and requirements IS can address were

developed. These were based on objectives identified in the
\jjJL^

issue/goal/objectives stage - Step 3. IS and/or the business planner w<»

often caled upon to consolidate the results of this step and to report

back to line managers on any opportunities or needs held in common.

In the priorit>*jSetting activity, the opportunities and requirements

were evaluated and priority classes established based on the goals and

objective rankingjpreviously identified - Step 3. Again, the results

were communicated and, in most cases, line managers and executive

management negotiated for changes in priorities.

In the plan formulation step, documentation^as prepared)appropriate

to the planning activit]^ If a strategy was being developed,

alternatives for pursuing opportunities and addressing requirements

cfe-fi iiuU If ^ l eniil> uf Lui iAliUH^ were documented. If a plan was being
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• developed, opportunities and requirements priorities were documented

with the steps^to oddresa Consolidation and reporting wes*

accomplished at this step also.

o The companies with an integrated or linked planning proces^accomplished the

above in an environment of open communication between levels (vertically)

and between functional units (horizontally).

At one large energy company, system and business planning had

reached a high level of sophistication through the use of capacity-

planning techniques based on capacity management theories. Capacity

management provides a structure for data gathering for the user and

defines a high-level system impact based on the results of business

planning. The steps for planning at this company were as follows:

The user team develops software specifications (actually

defining terminal screen layouts wH4€^ will be used by data

entry staff) to satisfy business operation needs.

. The software development vendor (in-house IS group) uses these

to develop programs.

The user gets input from the in-house IS group as to CPU an

I/O volume and feeds these into a capacity planning model

^
l-ig^been developed for them by their consultant.

The user can then turn information they have about business

transaction volume into system requirements (e.g.,^PU

required to maintain a given flow rate of transactions required

to run the business). Users can project system requirements

based on business plans (e.g., to contract or expand business

volume) Jml^ feed^into their business plan as a line item of

system resources required.

The IS group consolidates estimates from each user area and

develops a separate IS plan to meet the requirements of all

users.
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At other companies the process was part of an ongoing looping

process, as shown in the following examples:

At one large services company, the respondent stated that

"Strategic planning is or^oing. Each year starts with

identifying or reiterating critical success factors. Corporate IS

works with distributed IS^,^»i^ works with line managers to ?lieu/ •KMA
etJuctile that IS can competitive posture^Line

managers develop plan^identifyfR^IS activities ^mrcfr stimulate

^_^5"'#»e business. The results of thejianning and development efforts

5 are reported back to all other line managers. Implementation

activities are reported on an or^oing basis throughout the year

and fed into the start of the next year's planning effort."

At a large bank, the respondent stated that "integrated planning

is a looping process with a high degree of interaction between

line and IS management. We begin with line management

developina five-year plans. At the same time, IS is preparing
^Vvoi. -tfiA* ....

, ^ J,,
wie ii' plan try iRg to anticipate line group directions. T+teyuiEfi-,. J-S i"^

able to do this because ine management sits in on^planning

sessions. Conversely, IS assists the line managers in their

business planning. IS presents their plan to line management and

discussions ensue. All managetfent then refine^their plans—AW—

^riiuiTCigers meet in an executive-level planning session for one

day and discuss problems, develop priorities, and finally do next

year's financials. They then each go back and do a one-year

plan, which includes sections on human resources, financial

resources, facilities, and systems. IS publishes a consolidated

plan. By then, the next year's process must be started."

At a distribution services organization where IS is a line item in

the plan, the operating units start their long-range planning

efforts in August and complete their operating budget by the

end of April. These are ^i^ibmitted in November, consolidated by

the end of DecemberyyOnd presented to executive management.
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During January corporate management provides feedback to the

operating units and a series of negotiations occur until final

recommendations are made by the end of January. In February

the operating units put together a detailed budget for the

following year. The budgets are approved by the end of April.

Planning for the next year begins in August.
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DOCUMENTATION OF INTEGRATED PLANNING

THE PLAN

Of the 24 companies with integrated or linked plans, 10 had a single plan.

This single plan was a strategic or long-range plan. Another seven had a

separate IS plan in addition to the business plan.. The remainder were at the

point of preparing their first integrated plan oncmadjdeveloped guidelin

(see the next section). \

Those^ith a single integrated plan still had application development priority

lists and projects plans (e.g., for implementation of a network or enterprise-

wide data base), but these were not full-blown IS plans (a|la BSP).

Those with separate plans felt quite adamantly that a separate IS plan was

mandator division or business unit should have a plan. The

documents were intended to serve as tools for monitoring progress.

As mentioned in Chapter III, Section Bion definition/characteristics of
\ * ^ «o

integrated planninci the documented results fo not determine whether a

company has integrated planning, ri i j ruiaar. t ne'p^^:)c.^^AA^? ' infeir.

A SINGLE PLAN

Those^with a single plan treated IS just like financial resources, human

resources, and facilities. In other words the plans for each of these resources

was treated with equal importance in terms of meeting tb«.business goals and ^^ A
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One company had a strategic plan, an "executive plan" (long-range^nd

an operating (budget) plan. /

The strategic plan covered the next 20 yem^ It rrlnniotrd erf

—

how revenue was to be generated dtrrifKi the|2ft'/oar^[given two
how ^ *

scenarios for consumers),^***© research and development needed

to assist, and we data processing em^ommunications, human

resources, and financial resources^^required.

The executive plan wWct/covered three years included by

function an assessment of the rooFe-fmmpdiate external and

internal environment' and thex)b'iectivesJu uUdi kaj. uppur I u i i»44es

steri lining from thoao env ironments, ft then covered

achievement^such as progress in equal employment opportunity

OH^'n enhaniiiinq;productivityy.and management effectiveness.

This last sectlorrcovered the achieyements of IS. Ff then

•'^'^''^^ ^^^r^l M̂^!^ \>^^^ltv'^^cv%^ tl^opportunities kient ifiecKfer

the next three years.

•f-p^ Finally, the operational plan Goncioted^4fee budget and plans

/ by frn'^tirrl ffrrthtt nprt_yrnr. ^

While there was one plan at each of the above levels, it should be noted

that the last two were by function and so, essentially, IS had own

plan. However, given that IS was treated oquqily important as

financial and human resources, the result was an integrated plan for

the enterprise. IS is a critical and strategic part of this company.

''^i-Ms-ts the goal of an integrated planning process + to have-*h* company's

critical resources^©! capital, labor, facilities, and equipment (the arena of IS

is included here) treated with equal importance.

/a,
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2. A SEPARATE IS PLAN

It appears that a^^pa^te IS plan c^fi l^o m exist©«ee(in fact, to man)^it was

mandatory) anjyfne^om
i
wn^^an ctifi p^otioo integrated planning.

For example, Exhibit V-l is the table o f contents of one company's IS

plan^Their plan is,, in fact, the consolidation of the various division's

planning efforts and^ased on the thrusts of the divisions.^ t should be

noted that the engineering and R&D laboratory divisions have a high

level of computer literacy and place the heaviest demands on the

corporate IS organization.

/

Appendix C contains the plan of Company

ABC. It begins with an overview of the company's planning

assumptions and a visual model showing the division-based plans and

thrusts. Note that this plan has been "sanitized" in order to not divulge

the identity of the firm.

a IS'ANNUAL REPORT

o
^
jL^oo\ wse^y several companies for c^mmut^^ IS can and does

assist in meeting business objectives-Sfwr acTs as a strategic tooUiji H"il t&

annuo I report. Shortly after issuing this report, *i^eafe-companies achieved an

integrated planning process. "^ksL QMMAMLJ^ y]JU9'^''1X^ »

^ " The IS annua ljcpor^M^a^ta^tem^^^inimally consisting of the IS mission,

15 strategies, and issues of I S dcrnanel to be of importance to effective business
A

operations.

t> — conveys-bew the IS organization sees itself as a resource prwjd^ng ^t^PP^^^^^y j^<^
' to fhe operating businesses and corporate departments/rtrf+fifa role to both

identify (Jpportunities for improv4«§ business performance IwsCJS to develop a

competitive edge) and ©responcf positively to the information needs of the

user communities.
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f"' ^ X farther conveys that IS understands the external environment and the . ^/
'>C»r... .K. . : ... . H.fW^*^^
<f effects of the economy, consumer issues, and industr;^specifio issuesj^the

internal environment jf^pecifically the co|npany's objectives and strategies

and the ability of IS to support thes^^ncyechnology directions and

implications. i 1

0< Q,/^"1P>' discuss systems architecture and/or data base trends and strategies

^ wh ich reflect major projects or development efforts, particularly as they

clearly support the strategic business objectives.

9r if may discuss the changing roles of an IS organization and users (internal or

external^given^technology ohangoG and changoo in^omputer literacy of

employees and clients.

9^ may discuss the IS organization and functions and how these support the

business and changing roles.

^^^me. eompgniftj aljô includq^last year's projects^^ancTsignificant achievements^^

and bo^^ lS performed against budget. / ^

A*
0^- An example of the contents of one IS annual report of a manufacturing

company is included in Appendix D.

C IS'GUIDELINES FOR LINE MANAGERS

o As mentioned previously, several companies have developed guidelines for line

managers to consider as they developafiKtheir business plans. These guidelines

were intended to assist ine managers in developing their specific systems

plan^hich was to be part of the operating planning process. Further, the

exercise was intended to stimulate the consideration of systems as Strategic

toof, such that the strategic planning process would have the benefit of this

thinking.
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These guidelines were usually developed under the supervision of a

headquarters IS group, but in the case^ where systems were also distributed,

contributions had been made from the distributed systems groups. In these

latter cases, the division manager supported by these distributed systems

groups had contributed to the review of these guidelines and had "signed off"

on them.

At^^e^^^servic^^^rporation, the Computer Applications

Com'mTFTee^iculfijSj lUcUof representatives from headquarters systems,

distributed information system^nd user managementjhad jointly

developed guidelines. These guiclelines had been signed off by division

user man^igement and by headquarters systems management^yHffiie—

^

atatuj ^^'t^ij uul^ war that |ine managers had c^pleted their first

operating plar^wW«b^nclude^ S^ystems'^i^l^id^the headquarters

systems group was consolidating the results n f trfr
-

/itrmr p lo^in

order to identify common sys+etw^ssues and determine if any

redundant activities were planned. The headquarters systems group

wcg^going i^^hUihu^e a docyment covering issues, as well as connect

^
junglant activities^ith H 'lc J tyi l ibu le

wfeM iiu l iu i i ays l mii!> yiuup n wha h iad hegn invo lved in the iixij t ii ig

gy^tomc nr^tivitir? ^

Exhibit V-2 ref l ects guidelines whrcti were part of the operating plan V ^
instructions for this company.

Other companies had guidelines and covered other topics.

For example, one company used the planning process to obtain IS

inventor^i^Jnformation from line management. They distributed

guidelines^refaced with policy directives concerning the

decentralization of IS. They also requested each manager to provide

the following:

An inventory of IS resources (data processing, office

automation, and telecommunicat

each supported the business unit.

automation, and telecommunications systems, etc.) 4jiiJ liuw
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An inventory of workstations per worker end services accessed.

An inventory of how much information is machineJfeadabie and

how much projected to become machine readable in the

coming year.

"Oii^^fntended in subsequent X^l^s to ask each manager to lanowo^how

wtttihformation resources^e'used as ^Competitive toot and w^^!a1^'tH

be-4he_fiJtpec±e«l cos| justificatioo foi - juch uju^X.£_
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

CONCLUSIONS

Integrated planning is an indicator tliat a company's management has accepted

the critical nature of t+^IS resources. This acceptance of IS as a strategic

tool is the primary cbgracteri^^ioB-of integrated planning. At this point IS

gains equal footing with financial, human, and facilities resources.

The preconditions for integrated planning are:

Accountability - IS consistently meets budget and schedule

commitments. IS reports on its accountability in status meetings or

formally through a document ouenos the IS annual report.

Distribution of IS - IS, perhaps along with finance and human resource

functions, is distributed to the divisions to be supportec^thereby

embedding IS functions int^the line operations. This allows IS to

better serve end users and promotes better understanding of the

potential of IS.

IS is seen as a strategic tool - Management knows how to assess the

competitive impact of information technology. They see that

information technology has an impact at the industry, firm, and

strategy levels.

Open communications - Both vertical and horizontal communication

channels are open. Top management and successive layers
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communicate on business directions, and communications across

functions are easy (IS to end users and vice versa).

Top management supporter - There jsra sponsor to sell the integrated

planning approach and M carry it out. Tt»e sponsor can be found in the

business unit w^has had a positive experience with IS.

Planning calendars are synchronized - IS and business.unit management

prepare their plans at the some time and oach feodo To thft other.

The companies in the INPUT survey appeared to go through a series of phases

prior to achieving an integrated planning process.

Initially, there was no IS plan.

IS plans wsing BSP or sor^ie^her methodology wWcl* begins by stating

business objectives an^captures the requirements of business

management. IS is reactive but responsive to business requirements.

IS achieves accountability -^consistently meett««| budget and. schedule

—

and begins to publicize or in some way communicate bo+tf^tjJM- ^
accomplishments and f-.^th^.- p^t^r^t;^i nf l

.Ji-ij iftrntflgir t"^' ^

IS is distributed closer to user management. This act further serves to

Uul^lJ

capabilities and needs.

cros^ducate bottf IS and user organizations about each other's

Corporate IS idelines to distributed IS managementfor

working with user management to prepare IS plans for tM distributed

IS activities. Corporate IS consolidates the results and identifies

redundancies, if any, and addresses common issues.

Corporate IS and distributed IS issueVguidelines^ communicateTwith

business management on how to prepare the IS portion of thei^j^business

plan. The resultant business plan includes a discrete system plan

section for each line manager. Corporate IS and/or business planners

consolidate the results and identifies redundancies and common issues.

/
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The business plan reflects systems along with capital, human resources,

and facilities - each resource is considered to have equal strategic

importance. A separate IS plan may still exist to serve as a document

against which to monitor.

o The benefits of integrated planning are that IS clearly supports business goals

and objective^^There are reduced costs of operations, actual payback can be

achieved from IS, there is more effective resource prioritization and

utilization, and the plan can be used as an aid to Insure accountability.

B. RECOMMENDATIONS

The onus is on IS to show a better understanding of their function within the

organization. They can begin by understanding the issues of the business and

defining their own issues in business terms, rather than technological terms.

^^/Issues held in common are much easier t<^addressj||ointl)5^through integratedessdointly/thi

11

It is also up to IS^TS'sFiow how^S'Can be a strategic tool. IS can begin by

looking at past business decisions wW^fl-might have had a more profitable

outcome if IS had been involved in the planning. In order to convey the

strategic nature of IS, IS must play a consultative role. IS management is in
thz of. :ir>, Q-^

the best position to tout fS" strategic nature, m monrngomont mootingcj IS

management and planners can use the framework in ChapterJjV", Section E, to

trigger their thinking about the potential impacts of IS at the industry, firm,

and strategy level.

Documents such as the IS annual report are a way to publicize that IS

understands the business and »videnocs accountability. SueJr a document

should be developed whi2D.shows how IS can and does assist in meeting

business objectives and acts (or can act) as a strategic tool. The^^t^ement^

should consist minimally of the IS mission, strategies, and issues IS deeme€k

to be of importance 4e effective business operations (see Appendix C - IS

Annual Report). O
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In order to learn the business, IS should either develop the business strengths

of existing IS employees, top into line units for business expertise, or hire

employees with technical, planning, and business experience. The resources of

consultants, books, and seminars listed in Appendix B can also be used. This is

in addition to distributing IS staff closer to line operations.

IS will need to publiuizu ur communicate guidelines to line management the

first few times they are asked to address system planning in their planning

efforts. These guidelines should be developed jointly with line management , i.

representatives, or at least "signed off" by line or general management. Th«y
should be short and easy to complete.

The results of line management planning efforts should be consolidated and

common systems issues identified. If there are any plan redundancies, the

involved parties must be made aware of their duplicate efforts, and

negotiations promoted to reduce such efforts.

The degree of formality, planning horizons to be covered, and documentation

of results are dependent upon corporate culture andjjresources brought to bear

(staff, money, consultants, and other outside resources).

The actual approach should consist of the following steps:

- Preplan uulivi l ies lu Ue velup a plan fui p lanning, and define the jcopg
""^

— —of the offorti Iho key poi^ieipanta of thio etop arc- ti'^planning

support team opnaiating of those who request, review, and/or

consolidate rinn rynilfn Q

During the preparation phase the planning support team should perform

activities to prepare themselves for their role in educating user

management. An "IS potential" paper con be prepared and used by the

support team to promote the idea of IS as a strategic tool. Discussions

on the potential of IS should be held with line management prior to the

beginning of their planning efforts.
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During th^i^rrt if ioptfon or issues, goals, objectives, and critical #.

success factorys*e§e^ weae a3pecl A w\ \iK,h^ie pjvvj^l\\^gl:hG-vmpc^v»-

behind plans must be defined. This must be done^by each line manager/\

et+*wf^a4ene^r in key^anager brainstorming sessions. Results should
^

be shared.

An assessment of the current situation in each line operation or support

function will be necesary to serve as the baseline for the planning

effort.

Descriptions of opportunities and needs from an assessment phase are

necessary. IS management and or business planners may need to

consolidate the results of this step and report back to line managers on

any opportunities or needs held in common.

The opportunities and requirements must then be evaluated and

priorities set. The results should be communicated back to all line

managers, and negotiation for change should be possible.

In the plan formulation step, documentation should be prepared -/^U^

appropriate to the P[9™j}'r9 activity Strategic, capital, or

operating)^)udge^ an*appropriate to the need for formality or

informality. The result should be a document to which management at

every level can be held accountable.

CAVEATS

Timing of ef#of+s-to achieve^ inlitegrated planning eFe-critical. If there are

reorganizations or other distracting and draining events occurring, the time is

not right.

A top management sponsor outside of IS is probably needed. IS usually does

not have the clout by itself. The sponsor can be found inj^e division

has been satisfactorily served by IS and wW«fi has achieved some goal through

IS (for example, significant cost reduction or revenue enhancement).
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Consider using a consultant, particularly to sell executive managennent on the

idea of IS as a strategy tool. A consultant nnay offer the necessary objectivity

and "seal of approval."

IS and business planners should publish and connmunicate their results widely,

both vertically and horizontally.
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APPENDIX A:

Exhibit A-
1
summarizes the industry and planning profile for each of the 33

companies JpT which telephone or on-site interviews were conducted. The

information includes:

Respondent function.

Planning characterization.

Information systems.

Business operations.

o Exhibit A-2 summarizes the respondents by job function.
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APPENDIX B: RESOURCES

A. BOOKS

o Chief Executives Define Their Own Data Needs, John Rockart, Harvard

Business Review, 1 979.

to Executive Guide to Successful MRP II, Olliver Wight, 85 Allen Martin Drive,

Essex Junction, VT 05452 (Free) 1-800-343-0625.

o Megatrends, John Naisbitt.

o Business Systems Planning; IS Planning Guide, IBM, GE20-0527-I.

o Journal of Capacity Management, Institute for Software Engineering.

o Corporate Information Systems Management; The Issues Facing Senior

Executives, Warren McFarlan and James L. McKenney, Richard D. Irwin, Inc.,

Homewood, IL,60430, 1 983.

o Executive Information Plan, IBM.

o In Search of Excellence,

o Competitive Strategy; Technigues for Analyzing Industries and Competitors,

Michael Porter, The Free Press (Macmillan), 866 Third Avenue, NY 10022,

1980.
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Strategic Planning for Multinational Corporations, Selig.

Strategic Planning for MIS, E. McLean, John Wiley and Sons, NY.

SEMINARS

Business Systems Planning, IBM.

Holland's IS Planning, Holland Systenns Corporation, Ann Arbor, Ml.

AGS ISP Methodology, AGS Managennent Systems, Inc., 320 Walnut Street,

Philadelphia, PA 19106.

, SRI International.IjlS Strategic Planning and Long-Range Planning,^ ^
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APPENDIX C: IS^TRATEGIC PLAN OVERVIEW
A A

1.0 PLANNING ASSUMPTIONS AND MODEL (for Company ABC)

The basic planning assumption is that the Enterprise and Division needs and

goals will determine our IS support strategies and plans. This planning is for internal

systems support and does not include systems efforts undertaken for clients. (This

was left up to the appropriate division. ABC's IS provided network, shared

computing, and other shared IS support only.)

Appropriate application of systems technology to ABC needs dictate the

cornerstones - diverse technologies, resource integration, and incremental growth -

upon which the ABC systems strategies are based.

Individual systems plans and thrusts throughout ABC implement the systems

strategies. These implementation plans and systems strategies taken together

constitute ABC's IS strategic plan. IS and Administration is responsible for

establishing these ABC systems strategies and for leading some of these individual

thrusts.

The four-level model shown in Exhibit C-l shows how the "top-down" needs

and "bottom-up" thrusts relate to the ABC IS strategies and cornerstones.

2.0 ENTERPRISE AND DIVISION NEEDS

2. 1 Program (Function) Support

Provide information systems support for Enterprise programs, such as:
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O Acquiring better systems development, analysis, modeling, and design

tools (e.g., LISP machines, economic modeling).

o Acquiring secure systems resources to support classified work.

o Aiding the evaluation and acquisition of computerized laboratory

control, data collection, and analysis systems.

o Improving information systems support in regional offices.

o Developing the capability to create and access specialized research and

consulting information bases.

2.2 Productivity

Improve productivity to reduce overhead and increase Enterprise competitiveness.

Information systems can help meet this need by:

o Improving professional support (e.g., decision support systems for

consultants, easy-to-use graphics systems).
A A

o Improving administrative support (e.g., friendlier, more integrated

management information, more cost-effective text processing,

automated TWX/Telex services).

o Increasing staff awareness ^ the use of new information systems

technologies (e.g., user training assistance, new product exposure).

2.3 Capital and Funding

Expand the use of information systems within ABC's financial priorities by:

o Providing phased replacement and upgrade of equipment and software

(e.g., dumb terminals, MIS programs).
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o Maintaining proper balance between:

Effectiveness of locally dedicated resources^

^ ^conomies of scale of broadly shared resources.

o Employing appropriate financing and inventory management for

equipment with short technical lifespan (e.g., microprocessors, personal

contuters, word processors).

o Providing information systems capital funding based on strategic rather

than historical needs.

2.4 Control

Ensure management control of information systems through a combination of:

o Supporting decentralized operation of information systems.

o Maintaining the quality of information systems appropriate to ABC's

reputation and needs.

o Establishing of information systems service pricing policies which are:

Individually equitable.

Beneficial to ABC.

Competitive with alternatives,

o Reviewing computer-related capital requests.

3.0 CORNERSTONES OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS STRATEGIES

ABC information systems needs must be satisfiedUn the context of:
A
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o ABC's charter and culture.

o ABC's financial resources,

o Information systems technology.

These factors lead to the cornerstones upon which our systems strategies are based.

3. 1 Diverse Technologies

ABC, by the diverse nature of its work, will have to continue to utilize many

different systems technologies. Some will be mature and others will be atlb^tate-
of^he<irt^^ifferent hardware, software, and vendors will be involved, and ABC will

have to|^asiT)^ incorporate new system^ Thrroftar^ any systems strategies wilMTotie^

to allow for the simultaneous existence and use in ABC of many different computer

and software products in a multivendor environment.

3.2 Resource Integration

The diverse systems resources will need to be integrated so that a person can:

o Access multiple systems through a single workstation.

o Transfer information among the diverse systems.

First, individual users will need to access more than one system. For example, a

given engineer may need to use electronic mail, MIS information, and specialized

data bases in addition to various analytical computing tools in his engineering

discipline. ABC cannot afford to provide a different workstation for each system a

staff member needs to access. A user will need to have a single workstation or

terminal which can access many different local and remote systems.

Second, since multiple systems will be used by individuals to perform different

operations on data and text, it is important that this information can be accessed and

transferred among systems and individuals. Resource integration is fundamental to
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the text creation, editing, formatting, and printing in today's electronic office and to

data gathering and analysis in the engineering laboratory.

3.3 Incremental Growth

ABC does not have the capital resources to implement a major systems plan in one

step. Strategies must allow priorities to be set so some objectives are accomplished

before others. Not only equipment upgrade but capacity growth and the introduction

of newer and more powerful technologies must be phased.

4.0 SYSTEMS STRATEGIES

Our cornerstones clearly lead us to a strategic model which is illustrated in Exhibit

C-2. This shows diverse technologies (shared, dedicated, and MIS computers,

graphics, text and storage devices) all accessible from our staff's workstations (small

arrows). Also shown is the integration of the resources (large arrow). The dotted

lines indicate incremental growth capability.

ABC is following a natural evolution in its information systems growth which is

taking us from emphasis on hardware to more concentration on applications and

integration of information.

This section summarizes the major information systemStrategies. The next section
A

will describe that subset of the information systems plans and thrusts in which

Information Systems is deeply involved.

4.1 Networking

We will continue to develop and operate a local area network that will support:

o Local and remote connections to computers for a variety of terminals,

word processors, and microcomputers.

o Resource sharing among diverse shared/dedicated computer systems.
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o Office communications services like electronic moil.

C
o Transfer of data files and messages between computer systems,

o Gateway access to other external networks (e.g., TWX/Telex).

4.2 Shared Computing Facilities

We will continue to maintain a variety of centrally operated computing services to

meet needs by:

o Providing or brokering generaUpurpose computing facilities for shared

use throughout the Enterprise.

o Providing overflow or supplemental services to those who have their

own systems.

o Assisting in dedicated equipment selection, installation, and operation.

o Offering computer use consulting, education, and documentation.

o Encouraging continuing user review and prioritizing of Information

Systems plans and services through:

Annual pricing reviews.

Computer Advisory Board.

MIS Applications Steering Committee.

4.3 Distributed Computing

We will continue to decentralize computing and office automation at ABC. The rate

at which this will occur will be based on priorities and our ability to plan and

capitalize the effort.

C
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o Participation in divisional planning and implementations.

Lab computing.

Workstation planning.

Administrative support systems.

Decision support systems (based on personal computers for

professional staff).

4.4 Workstations

We will continue to expand the power and number of specialized and general

workstations with the primary guidelines being:

o The Enterprise will continue to emphasize workstation utility and

ergonomic suitability.

o A single workstation will provide staff with access to many shared,

locally distributed, and external information systems resources (a

"single window to the world").

o Workstations must be connectable to the ABC computer network unless

there is an overriding reason (e.g., security).

o Specialized professional workstations will be acquired as appropriate

for specific program or administrative needs (e.g., graphics, computer

science, text processing).

o Personal computers and microcomputers will be used as professional

workstations (e.g.. Decision Support Systems).
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4.5 Management Information

Additional management information and administrative systems support will be

provided. Current priorities are in the areas of marketing, project control, human

resources, and source data capture. Specifically:

o Information Systems Development (ISD) has been formed to provide

this support. MIS development, computer operations, data base

management, and applications programming support will be transferred

to ISD.

o Implementation planning is underway for current application priorities

and to define how new applications will interface with MIS while:

Maintaining Enterprise financial data integrity.

Interfacing with local organization ad hoc and periodic reporting

requirements.

4.6 Funding and Financing

o Appropriate funding and financing arrangements will continue to be

sought to acquire and manage information systems equipment.

o Annual pricing reviews for Enterprise services will:

Provide accurate information for project planning and

organizational budgeting.

Involve the users of services in selection and optimization of

pricing approaches.
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5.0 STATUS OF IS SYSTEMS THRUSTS AND PLANS

In order to^nsure anonymityjaf the enterprise providing this plan, this section has

been deleted. It covers details of thrusts and plans for each of the following topics:

o The Network.

o Shared Connputing.

o Automated Support of Administrative Services.

o Automated Support of Research Laboratories.

o Automated Support of Regional Offices.

o Automated Support of Engineering.

o Workstations.

o MIS Enhancements.

Each topic is covered in enough detail to provide a document against which to

monitor progress over the coming year.

6.0 SUMMARY

This overview has summarized our strategic systems needs and goals, cornerstones,

strategies, directions, and implementation plans. Alse the logic, development

approach, and relationship of these strategic plan elements was briefly presented.
A

The strategic systems plan itself is the combination of this overview plus the

detailed implementation plans which are referenced in the appendices as well as

those which are being pursued by divisions. Specific studies, justifications, milestone

schedules, and costs are contained in the referenced documentation.
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The purpose of this overview is to inform, solicit constructive advice, and enable a

fairly distributed level of systems planning throughout ABC within a common and

compatible strategic framework. Coordination with IS will occur as part of systems

or software acquisition review and by participation during the plan development.
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APPENDIX D: IS,ANNUAL REPORT
A ^

o Mission Statement: To be a nnajor force in enhancing XXX's competitive

posture and capability for growth by providing effective systems and relevant

information to support management decisionmaking and by efficiently

developing, operating, and maintaining systems and procedures with high

business leverage.

o Assessment Criteria for IS Resource Allocation:

Fit with XXX's strategic thrusts.

Rigorous benefit-to-cost analysis.

Strong client endorsement and user support.

Acceptable risk profile.

Affordability and manageability,

o IS Strategies:

Seek on-going productivity improvements.

Support the user-computer interface.

Emphasize highly profitable new systems development.

Strengthen our role as consultants.

-
I
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Maintain a high level of client and user involvement.

Create and maintain a balanced applications portfolio based upon

business priorities.

Implement common systems where appropriate.

Sustain a technically current environment.

Manage and guide computer and communications facilities.

Pursue excellence in people.

o How IS supports XXX's business strategies: (The examples on the following

pages are taken from six specific business strategies which are part of two

generic strategies: build the business and do it productively.)

XXX's Business Strategies IS Strategies IS Key Programs

I) Build the business

Maintain meaningful

customer/franchise

services.

Assume a PROACTIVE role

with Sales to better under-

stand and anticipate trends

in the trade.

Support Sales in under-

standing the trade's use

of point-of-sale data in

managing inventories and

shelf space.

Develop improved data

accessibility and analytical

capabilities in support of

customer analysis activities,

including comparative

buying, merchandising and

profitability measures.
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Expand the capabilities of

existing volume tracking and

retail intelligence.

2) Build the business productively

Innprove professional

productivity and reduce

administrative costs.

Identify and support

opportunities to reduce

administrative costs and

improve professional

productivity through

computer-based systems,

office automation and

streamlined procedures.

In key leverage areas

support studies and assist

clients in implementing

administrative work

simplification, activity

elimination, and the

technologies of office

automation.

Increase IS efficiency

in providing services/

support across the

corporation while

maintaining sufficient

flexibility to meet

changes in XXX's

environment.

Provide leadership

in ensuring that XXX's

information structure can

accommodate alternative

organization structures.

Promote the use of

computer-based analytical

tools to improve business

analysis capabilities and

and productivity.

initiate a program for

improved software-

development productivity

through the use of higher-

level languages and proto-

types. Where appropriate,

make the tools available to

to users.

Establish a process for

change management in user

communities significantly

affected by IS activities.
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CATALOG NO. lUIClPJU I I"!

TOPIC STATEMENT: We are writing a report on integrating information systems
planning and business planning and would like to ask you
some questions. The questions will take no more than 15
minutes to answer. For your assistance, we will send you
a copy of the respondent summary of the report.

RESPONDENT FUNCTION: (Check one)

I I
Information Systems Management

I I
Business Planner

I I
Information Systems Planner

I I
General Management

1. CENTRALIZED or DECENTRALIZED:

We want to know how to characterize your company as centralized or
decentralized in terms of information systems and business planning.

Is your Information Systems function centralized or decentralized?

I I

Centralized Decentralized

Does that mean your business planning is also centralized or decentralized?

I I
Centralized

| |
Decentralized

If decentralized, is there any corporate consolidation?

I I
Yes n No
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CATALOG NO. lUICIPILI I I I

2. ISSUES:

What major issues are you addressing? (Check those which apply)

BUSINESS PLANNER or GENERAL MANAGEMENT

I I
Productivity

I I
Economic Downturn

I I
Other

INFORMATION SYSTEMS

I I

Manpower Planning and Development

I I
Capacity Planning

I I
System Architecture

I I

Microcomputer Proliferation

I I

Other
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CATALOG NO. IUIUP|L| I I |

3. PLANS:

Do you have an Information Systems Plan? Yes |^ No

If No - (terminate interview)

Do you have an business plan? (Either formal or informal) Yes Q No

If No - (terminate interview)

Do you believe you have an INTEGRATED Information Systems and Business
Plan?

I I
Yes Go to B

I I
No Go to A
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CATALOG NO. llllrlPlLI I I I

A NO - Integrated Information Systems Plan and Business Plan

U. Do you believe the two should be integrated? |^ Yes No

Why or Why Not?

5. INPEDIMENTS:

What are the reasons or impediments to not integrating? (Check those
which apply)

I I
Lack of Top Management Support

I I
Staff Constraints

I I
Time Constraints

I I Don't Know Why We Should Integrate (Don't know the benefits)

\ I
Don't Know How to Integrate

I I Other

What do you feel the results of not integrating have been? (Check
those which apply)

I I
Ineffective Resource Prioritization

I I Information Systems Does Not Clearly Support Business Goals

I I Increased Costs of Information Systems Development

I I Other
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CATALOG NO. IUIMH|L| | | |

6. METHODOLOGIES:

Do you (or did you ever) use any Information Systems Planning MetFiodology

?

Yes

I I
No (End the Interview)

Which one? (Check one)

I I
Business Systems Planning from IBM

I I
Critical Success Factors from MIT

I I
Internally Developed Methodology

I I Other

Do you think there are deficiencies in the methodology you used, in terms
of not promoting integration?

Yes

I I No (End the Interview)

What are the deficiencies?

End the interview (Make sure you have address to send respondent summary)
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CATALOG NO. iJirlPlLI I I 1

B YES - Integrated Information Systems Plan and Business Plan

7. DEFINITION:

How do you define and characterize an integrated Information Systems and
/ Business Plan? (Check those which apply)

I I
The Business Plan States the Information Systems Needs

I I Business Plan and Information Systems Plan Calendars are Sysnchronized

Line and Staff Managers Participate Actively in Information Systems
Planning

I I Other

8. BENEFITS:

What are the benefits you have derived from having integrated planning?
(Check those which apply)

[^Management Performance is Monitored Against the Business Plan

I I
Effective Resource Prioritization

I I
Reduced Costs of Information Systems Through Planning and Coordination

I I
Information Systems Clearly Supports Business Goals /Objectives

Qother
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CATALOG NO. IPll I I I I

9. CONVINCING TOP MANAGEMENT

How did you convince top management of the need to integrate?

10. PARTICIPANTS:

Who participates in integrated planning and what are their roles? (Check
those which apply) '

' ROLE

I I
Information Systems Management

I I
Information Systems Planner

I I
Business Planner

I I
Line Management

I
I
General Management

I I
Other
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11. RESOURCES:

What are the required resources?

How much time is required?

Do you use an outside consultant? |^ Yes No

in Yes than Who?

Do you recommend any books or seminars? Yes No

If Yes than which Ones?
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CATALOG NO. IUIC|PILI I I I

12. METHODOLOGIES:

Do you (or did you ever) use any Information Systems Planning Methodology?

r~| Yes Qno Go to 13

Which those applicable (check one)

I I
Business Systems Planning from IBM

I I Critical Success Factors from MIT

I I Internally Developed Methodology

Other

Do you think there are deficiencies in the methodology you used, in terms of
not promoting integration?

No Go to 1 3

What are the deficiencies? (For each Methodoly)

METHODOLOGY DEFICIENCY
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13. INTEGRATED METHOLOLOCY:

How would you characterize your methodology for integrating? (How have
you integrated Information Systems Planning and Business Planning?)
(Check those which apply)

I I
Planning Sessions

I I
Joint Study Teams

I I
Integrated Systems Planning with the Budget Process

I I
Developed Guidelines for Line Managers to Develop Their Information

I

Systems Plan With Their Business Plan
(If YES - ask what does it cover or could we get a copy?)

n Other
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14. DOCUMENTATION RESULTS

What are the results or documentation of the Integrated Planning effort?

(Check those which apply)

I
I A Plan What is the table of contents or could we get a copy?

I I
An Information Systems Annual Report

What is the table of contents or could we get a copy?

I I
Other (and can we get a copy?)

I

[ I

I

15. PAYBACK:

Is there a specific payback you have achieved? (We would like to develop
a case study in more depth)

Yes

No

End the interview - (Make sure you have address to send respondent summary)
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EXHIBIT III-1

ISSUES IDENTIFIED BY BUSINESS PLANNERS

Productivity and Cost Control

Managing and Planning for
Growth

Market Focus and Development

Economic Downturn

Integration IS As a Strategic
Tool V . -

0 20 40 60 80 100%

Percent Responding Yes*
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EXHIBIT ili-2

ISSUES IDENTIFIED BY j^PLANNERS

System Architecture

Capacity Planning

Micro Proliferation and Issues

Manpower Planning and
Development

Improving IS /Management
Communication (Integrating IS

with Business Planning)

Cost Control and Productivity

Resource Utilization Improve-
ment

System Cost Justification

Information /Data Resource
Management

User Education

Security and Disaster Planning

20 40 60 80 100%

Percent Responding Yes*

*Mi;llifcit fiifofMti pc«.Vit>U
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EXHIBIT lil-3

BENEFITS OF INTEGRATED PLANNING

IS Clearly Supports Business
Goals /Objectives

Reduced Costs of Operations

Payback

More Effective Resource
Prioritization /Utilization

Plan Used As an Aid to ynsure
Accountability '

20 40 60 80

Percent Responding Yes*

100?

^M»>H'<fU m^ot^^9 pos$iU«
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EXHIBIT III-4

DEFINITIONS AND CHARACTERIZATION OF INTEGRATED PLANNING

Business and IS Planning
Calendars Are Synchronized

IS Is a Strategic Tool

IS Participates Actively in

Business Planning and Vice Versa

Loop Process .

One Plan

0 20 40 60 80 100%

Percent Responding Yes*
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EXHIBIT III-5

IMPEDIMENTS TO INTEGRATED PLANNING

Ineffective /Inadequate
Communications

Cannot Justify Cost'|' of IS

Financial, Time.and Staffing
Constraints ']

Company Reorganizing and
Redeploying Resources

Do Not Understand Benefits of
Integrated Planning

20 40 60 80

Percent Responding Yes*

100%
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EXHIBIT III-6

RESULTS OF NOT INTEGRATING

Ineffective Resource Prioritiza-

tion and Utilization

increased Cost of IS
Development

Lost Opportunities To Use
Technology in Operational Areas

IS Morale Negatively Affected^
^

IS Does Not Clearly Support
Business Goals

20 40 60 80

Percent Responding Yes*

100^
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EXHIBIT IV-1

f/^lU C0NVINCH4e TOP MANAGEMENT

Top-down Decision from CEO,
Board of DirectorAor Parent
Company ')»

Professional IS Management

One Good Experience

One Bad Experience

High Computer Literacy of Staff

20 40 60 80

Percent Responding Yes*

100%

f^\;\^\fk r£5p)n4es foW\\>\Q-
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INTEGRATED

EXHIBIT IV-2

PLANNING PARTICIPANTS AND ROLES

OVERALL
DIRECTION

AND
POLICY

DIVISION
AND
LINE
PLANS

evaluateA
recommend
CHANGES/^
APPROVE

DIRE^ION
AND PLAN

PLAN
IMPLEMENTATION

PLAN
CONSOLIDATION

STUDIES>\
EDUCATE

PARTICIPANT IS, LINE
ON IS,

ROLE

V-icDcral

Management
pfx DK

Line

Management
R c c R —

IS Management C c R R C R R

Business
Planner

C c R C

IS Planner C c C

Consultants
or Task Force

C c C

R = Responsible

C = Contribute





EXHIBIT IV-3

METHODOLOGIES USED

Business Systems Planning (BSP)

Internally Developed Methodology
(IDM)

Consultant Approaches

Critical Success Factors

Combinations of the Above

20 40 60 80

Percent Responding Yes*

100%

MulVipli re^pcni^ ppW\t\<
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EXHIBIT IV-4

fTHE THREE-LEVEL IMPACT^ OF 1^,

INDUSTRY LEVEL

Products and Services

Markets

Production Economics

FIRM LEVEL

Buyers

Suppliers

Substitution

New Entrants

Rivalry

STRATEGY LEVEL

Low-Cost Leadership

Product Differentiation

Concentration on Market or Product
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EXHIBIT IV-5

PLANNING HORIZONS

Scenario
Development

5-20 Years

Long-Range
(Capital)

Plan

3-7 Years

Operating /

Budget
Plan

1 - 2 Years
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EXHIBIT IV-6

PLANNING STEPS

Strategy/
Plan

Formulation

(7)

Priority

Setting

Opportunities
and Needs
Assessment

(5)

(6)

Assessment
of Current
Situation

(4)

Identification
of Issues, Goals,
Objectives/vand

Critical Success
Factors

Preparation
Phase

(Education)

(3)

(2)

X
Prejplan
Activities

(1)
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EXHIBIT V-1

COMPANY ABCj IS. STRATEGIC PLAN

1. 0 Planning Assumptions and Model

2. 0 Enterprise and Divisiori Needs

Program (Function) Support

Productivity

Capital and Funding

Control

3. 0 Cornerstones of IS Strategies

Diverse Technologies

Resource Integration

Incremental Growth

4. 0 IS Strategies and Direction

Networking

Shared Computing Facilities

Distributed Computing

Professional Workstations

Management Information

Funding and Financing

5. 0 Status of IS System^^hrusts and Plans

The Network

Shared Computing

Automated Support of Administrative Services

Automated Support of Research Laboratories
^

Automated Support of Regional Offices

Automated Support of Engineering

Workstations

MIS Enhancements

6. 0 Summary
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EXHIBIT V-2

IS. PLANNING GUIDELINES

SYSTEMS PLAN REQUIREMENT OUTLINE

1. Briefly discuss your systems environment. (Those aspects of the overall
environment affecting or being affected by systems.)

Outline your Systems Plan. (Plan objectives, scope, and a summary of
the various parts of the systems planAincluding major projects and other
actions) . y

Identify the major considerations affecting yo'f Systems Plan.

Operating company strategies, objective^and guidelines

Client requ^ments
)

Business /applications requirements

Hardware and software needs

Personnel needs

Funding and cost—recovery considerations
A

Explain how your Systems Plan supports your business strategy and
business plan. (Describe the specific business conditions, objectives,
strategN^and other issues that the plan supports.)

^Discuss the compatibility of your Systems Plan with the IS strategies
•-^^--^ vVfiTCli Xaa been (joint ly/tieveloped\ by the distributed IS and line manage-
0 ment representatives. Xhe IS strategy had consisted of sections covering

aspects bf computing «Effieii_ had been distributed to the IS groups and
included information processing, microcomputer, project-based computer
support, and office systems. The communications strategy had not yet
been distributed to the IS groups a* an enterprise-wide network was
under development. b^^u*^

I. Highlight progress during the past year.

Review any changes in emphasis or priorities.

Identify problems which arosa. ^"

J. Discuss the major systems issues in priority sequence w+«eh will be
addressed during the plan period. ^

\. Discuss any related areas of concern.

Identify issues v^^^^^ed senior management guidance or involvement.

Identify problems which may be common to other organizations.
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EXHIBIT A-1

RESPONDENT INDUSTRY AND PLANNING PROFILE

PLANNING CHARACTERIZATION
Rf^^nondpnt 1 nformationfill \J 1 1 1 1 U V 1 \J 1 1 State of

Industry Function Systems Business Consolidated Integration

Process Manufacturing BP, GM C D Y 1

Finance ISP C C N/A N
Finance ISP c C N/A N
Process Manufacturing ISM D D Y
Discrete Manufacturing BP C C N/A
Federal Government ISM c D N N
Finance GM u D K.(N
Services DD 1 C DBr, ibr U r\U Y

Discrete Manufacturing DOBr c U Y

Discrete Manufacturing cL cL IN/A

Discrete Manufacturing 1 C DISr
rvU r\U Y N

Discrete Manufacturing D DBr pi Y N
Services GM r\U u Y

Services GM c D Y
Process Manufacturing ten

ISP D D Y
Finance GM c D Y
Services ISP D D Y
Process Manufacturing ISP D D Y
Process Manufacturing ISM C C N/A
Process Manufacturing ISP C C N/A N
Process Manufacturing iSM C C N/A
Process Manufacturing ISM c c N/A
Process Manufacturing ISM c c N
Process Manufacturing ISM c C N/A
Process Manufacturing ISM D C N N
Process Manufacturing ISM c C N/A
Process Manufacturing ISM c C N/A
Services ISM C C N/A
Process Manufacturing ISM, ISM, ISP C D N
Process Manufacturing ISM D D Y
Energy ISP D D Y N
Utility GM C C N/A I

Discrete Manufacturing ISP D C Y N

Legend: BP = Business Planner, GM = General Manager, ISM = Information Systems Manager,

ISP = Information Systems Planner, C = Centralized, D = Decentralized, I = Integrated Plan
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EXHIBIT A-2

RESPONDENT POSITION PROFILE

TOTAL
Information Systems Management 15

Business Planner 5

Information Systems Planner n

General Management 6

37 v/

/
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EXHIBJT C-1

Enterprise and
Division Needs

Cornerstones

Programmatic Support
Productivity

Capital /Funding
Control

Diverse Technologies incremental Growth

Resource Integration

Networking Workstations

IS Strategies Shared Computing MIS

Distributed Computing Funding

Systems Plans
and Thrusts
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